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Studying the brain drain: Can bibliometric methods help?
GRIT LAUDEL
Research Evaluation and Policy Project, Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University,
Canberra (Australia)
Today science policy makers in many countries worry about a brain drain, i.e., about
permanently losing their best scientists to other countries. However, such a brain drain has proven
to be difficult to measure. This article reports a test of bibliometric methods that could possibly be
used to study the brain drain on the micro-level. An investigation of elite mobility must solve the
three methodological problems of delineating a specialty, identifying a specialty’s elite and
identifying international mobility and migration. The first two problems were preliminarily solved
by combining participant lists from elite conferences (Gordon conferences) and citation data.
Mobility was measured by using the address information of publication databases. The delineation
of specialties has been identified as the crucial problem in studying elite mobility on the
micro- level. Policy concerns of a brain drain were confirmed by measuring the mobility of the
biomedical Angiotensin specialty.

Introduction
The interorganisational mobility of scientists has always been an important
functional requirement for science. Scientists “on the move” bring their knowledge to
other places, acquire new knowledge in the new place and thus promote new
combinations of knowledge. This is especially important if knowledge is not
communicated through other channels like publications (e.g., if tacit knowledge is
included). Since some kinds of knowledge are circulated in science mainly by scientists
who travel around, scientists’ interorganisational mobility constitutes one of the most
important knowledge flows in science.
Spatial mobility is a widespread phenomenon in science. In the course of their
career, scientists usually work in several organisations. For example, many future
scientists acquire their PhD at a different university to which they studied, and scientists
usually leave the university at which they received their PhD. In later career stages,
Fellowships allow temporary stays at other organisations. All these forms of
organisational mobility are usually open to scientists from all countries. International
advertisements of positions and internationally composed research groups have been
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common in science long before globalisation entered into economic practices and
discourses. In addition, it is meanwhile a standard practise in some sciences that young
scientists from Europe have a postdoctoral career phase in the USA and then return to
their home countries.
Sometimes, scientists move to other countries and stay there for the rest of their
career. In this case, mobility becomes migration, i.e., a scientist’s permanent move to a
country different from his or her country of origin. This phenomenon causes migration
currents between countries, which can be described by balances of “gaining” and
“losing” scientists.
Negative balances are always a point of concern because the education of scientists
is expensive. However, there is a specific quality of losses that is troubling current
science policy: A national science system can be said to be in trouble when it loses its
best scientists to other countries. We then talk about a brain drain, that is the migration
of elite scientists out of one country. From the point of view of the country to which the
elite scientists migrate it is a brain gain. Recently, many countries are concerned about
losing their elite scientists to other countries, especially to the USA (e.g., SINCELL,
2000; HELLEMANS, 2001; BMBF, 2001: 6-7). This fear has already led to several policy
measures of “buying back” elite scientists with extraordinary grants.* However, the
concerns about brain drains are mainly based on anecdotal evidence. There is little data
about the extent of brain drains or about affected fields. Two recent studies that were
initiated by German science policy to study the brain drain of German academics could
not solve the problem either (BUECHTEMANN, 2001; STIFTERVERBAND FÜR DIE
DEUTSCHE WISSENSCHAFT, 2002). In the 2001 study only cautious estimations on the
basis of plausibility arguments are made that there seems to be a brain drain, especially
in new and interdisciplinary research fields. The authors of the 2002 study summarize
their results as follows: “It is questionable if the term Brain Drain suitably describes the
recent German situation. At present, valid statements about the extent of a permanent or
temporary migration of German scientists abroad or the movement of foreign scientists
and highly qualified specialists into Germany cannot be made” (STIFTERVERBAND FÜR
DIE DEUTSCHE WISSENSCHAFT, 2002: 1, my translation). They see one of the difficulties
as the lack of appropriate data on population statistics (ibid: 8-9). But the problem
cannot be solved by just improving population statistics because it is rooted in the
* In 2001, the Australian Research Council created a new funding scheme, the “Federation Fellowships”. The
aim was to “provide opportunities for outstanding Australian researchers to return to, or remain in, key
positions in Australia” (AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH COUNCIL, 2001). Also in 2001, Germany’s research minister
announced extra money for a ‘brain gain’ of the best foreign scientists as well as German scientists working
abroad (BMBF, 2001: 7). Similar policy measures were undertaken by other countries (e.g., PICKRELL, 2001;
SPURGEON, 2000).
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conceptual and methodological difficulties of measuring the mobility of elite scientists.
The methods that have been used to measure mobility - questionnaires, or CV data from
various sources – have serious shortcomings that hinder detailed analysis. An
alternative approach that suggests itself because of the availability of the address
information in bibliographic databases is to apply bibliometric methods. Surprisingly,
these methods have not been systematically applied to the study of scientists’ spatial
mobility.
The aim of this paper is to test whether bibliometric methods can be used for the
study of elite scientists’ international mobility in general, and thus can be used for the
study of the brain drain. In order to answer this question, three problems had to be
solved:
•
•

•

Delineating a specialty: Scientists are elite members in relation to the specialty
to which they belong. These specialties have to be delineated.
Identifying a specialty’s elite: A specialty’s elite are those scientists who make
the most significant contributions to their specialty’s knowledge production and
provide an orientation for all specialty members.
Identifying international mobility and migration: An elite researcher’s
movements from one country to another have to be analysed. It must be
checked whether or not a movement is permanent.

Because the aim of this article is to initiate a methodical discussion, the description
will also include some of the methodical failures encountered. For the methodical test a
biomedical specialty was selected. The Results section presents the empirical results of
this test study and discusses the methodological results of all the tests. Finally,
methodological conclusions will be drawn about the applicability of bibliometric
indicators for studying scientists’ mobility.
State of the art: concepts and methods used for analysing scientists’ mobility
Conceptual problems
The analysis of elite migration hinges on several important conceptual decisions.
Firstly, an elite is always an elite of another, larger, group. This group needs
clarification. The common notion of “scientific elite”, which generally refers to a
country’s best scientists, is useful only for very general science policy analyses. In most
cases, it should be of interest how a country’s brain drain is distributed across scientific
fields, and what causes the - probably uneven - distribution. Causes of elite migration
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can be assumed to be complex and partly related to conditions of research as well as to
the location of other elite members, e.g., to the existence of a “critical mass” of elite
members in a scientist’s home country. This means that while elite migration appears to
be a very general phenomenon, we cannot be sure that the country level does not
obscure important differences between specialties. A variation of elite migration is
likely to exist because the causes of this process are partly field-specific. The
consequences of elite migration are also likely to vary between specialties. Sociology of
science has repeatedly proposed that the scientific elite has a governing and regulating
function. Losing a specialty’s elite members means that this national specialty becomes
uncoupled from frontier science, that quality standards might no longer be enforced
nationally, and that an important channel of communicating societal interests to those
who govern the specialty gets lost. The often used but rather fuzzy concepts of “best
scientists” or “scientifically excellent scientists” are not unequivocally related to a
reference group. While a loss of an excellent scientist is clearly undesirable, its
functional consequences for a national science system are difficult to describe.
While we all know that there is a brain drain towards the USA, we do not know if an
elite migration occurs in all specialties, and we do not know to what extent the reason
for elite migrations are field-specific. In order to identify the migration that can affect a
country’s science functionally (elite migration) and in order to target field-specific
causes for this migration, science policy needs to know the field specific causes and
consequences of this process. Detailed investigations of brain drains can only be
undertaken if the different scientific specialties’ elites are identified and investigated.
That is why delineating specialties is an important task in analysing brain drains, a task
that in turn requires a clarification of the concept “specialty”. A specialty is understood
here as a community of scientists who directly or indirectly interact in the production of
new knowledge about a common subject matter. This joint production is decentrally
coordinated by the specialty’s members who interpret the specialty’s shared body of
knowledge, derive problems and draw means for their solution from it, and propose
how the solutions can be integrated in this body of knowledge (GLÄSER, 2001:
194-196). Specialties vary in their size and can be assumed to consist of any number
between a dozen and several thousand.
Among the few studies that provide empirical data about scientists’ mobility, hardly
any focus on the movement of the scientific elites. But all these studies had to cope with
the problems of delineating research fields and how to measure mobility. Therefore,
they are included in the discussion. I will now describe the methods that were used by
others to measure scientists’ mobility and discuss their shortcomings, following the
three steps described above.
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Delineating a specialty
Most of the mobility studies differentiate only very roughly between groups of
research fields. STEPHAN & LEVIN (2001: 61-63) distinguish earth/environmental
sciences, life sciences, mathematical and computer sciences, physical sciences, and
engineering. MAHROUM (1999: 383) differentiates between clinical medicine,
biosciences, chemistry, mathematics, physics etc. In other mobility studies, similarly
broad fields are delineated (e.g., VAN HEERINGEN & DIJKWEL 1987; SHAUMAN & YU,
1996). Others did not delineate between different research fields at all (e.g., PIERSON &
COTGREAVE, 2000).
TRIMBLE (2000) studied the brain gain of a sample of American astronomers and
astrophysicists by tracking their country of origin. She selected a sample of young
astronomers (applicants for tenure-track positions at two American astronomy
departments and applicants for the American part of the International Astronomical
Union) as well as established astronomers (officers, councillors, and committee
members of the American Astronomical Society and a subsample of the International
Astronomical Union). This selection covers only a part of American astronomy.
Furthermore, astronomy can be assumed to consist of several specialties, an internal
structure that was neglected by Trimble. ROSENFELD & JONES (1987) investigated the
mobility of American psychologists using data of the American Psychological
Association. The study has two delineation problems: firstly, it did not distinguish
between members of the association who are scientists and members who are
practitioners; secondly, the divisions of the association indicate that it includes more
than one psychological specialty, e.g., history and philosophy of psychology, clinical
psychology, and neuroscience.
The studies on mobility that have been conducted so far did not pay attention to the
problem of delineation. Often the authors started with data of all scientists of one
country, and introduced the field delineation only as a second step, in nearly all cases
ending up with entities that are much broader than a specialty. This is not a problem as
long as only a description of mobility is intended. However, whenever causes and
consequences of mobility, especially of elite mobility, are to be investigated, the
delineation of a specialty is important. For example, delineation becomes a crucial step
if working conditions (access to resources) and cumulative effects (elite members go
where elite members are) are investigated in comparative studies between countries or
specialties.
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In contrast, bibliometricians have been preoccupied with the problem of the
delineation of specialties for a long time. The easy way to achieve a delineation appears
to be to apply the field classification (“subject category”) provided by the Institute of
Scientific Information (ISI). More sophisticated methods use cluster analyses based on
co-citations (e.g., SMALL, 1977) or filters for key words as well as words from titles,
abstracts, or addresses (NOYONS & VAN RAAN, 1998; LEWISON, 1999; NOYONS, 2001)
for mapping research fields. An important shortcoming of all these bibliometric
methods is that they must apply arbitrary thresholds in their construction of boundaries
between fields. Word-based approaches additionally include expert judgements
(LEWISON, 1999; NOYONS et al., 2002), which may introduce the experts’ specific
perspective on the field. Comparisons of co-citation analysis and co-word analysis show
that the delineated research structures differ, as demonstrated by NOYONS et al. (2000:
157-209). It is difficult to specify what is delineated by co-citation analysis and what is
delineated by co-word based methods. That is why citation-based and word-based
methods, though current best practice, are still not completely satisfactory (VAN RAAN,
1997: 215; NOYONS & VAN RAAN, 1998: 77-80).
Identifying a specialty’s elite
Stephan & Levin provide the only study of the scientific mobility of elite scientists
(LEVIN & STEPHAN, 1999; STEPHAN & LEVIN, 2001). They use the term “elite” related
to a national science system rather than related to a specialty. However, even with this
simplified concept they had the methodological problem of finding the “leading
scientists” of all specialties situated in the USA. The authors used a number of methods
to delineate the American scientific elite. Firstly, members of the US National Academy
of Sciences and of the National Academy of Engineers were selected. As honorary
members were excluded, the academy membership appeared to be a good indicator for a
scientific elite if combined with other indicators. Academy members “are elected in
recognition of their distinguished and continuing contributions to knowledge”
(STEPHAN & LEVIN, 2001: 65). But since Academy membership is a lifetime award,
among the Academy members are also scientists who belonged to the elite previously
but are not active any more.*

* This problem could be solved by adding an analysis of each members’ recent publications and their
citations. A short test shows that for example NAS Member Edward A. Adelberg had between 1990 and 2002
two publications in the ISI database (Web of Science), one in 1991 and one in 1998, and that the second
publication is his scientific biography. So it cannot be assumed that he has still an elite function in his field.
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The other indicators applied by Stephan and Levin are bibliometric indicators. Three
of them are discussed because they are potentially useful for solving our problem. The
first indicator is the so-called “citation classics”. That is highly cited journal articles
indexed in the ISI databases that attain a certain citation threshold. Secondly,
“hot papers” were included. Hot papers are “journal articles published during the most
recent two-year period that in the most recent two-month period have
attracted significantly more attention than papers of the same age in the same field”
(http://www.isinet.com/isi/products/rsg/products/sw-hp/).

Since in the sciences most of the papers are co-authored, neither indicator
necessarily measures the quality of a single scientist. The indicator always refers to the
small group of coauthors. Stephan and Levin distinguish between the first author and
non-first authors of a “citation classic” or a “hot paper” and present data for both types
of authors. Obviously, the authors attempted to differentiate between important and less
important contributions of the coauthors that usually exist. However, the chosen
approach is questionable because it presupposes the existence of highly specific rules
about name ordering. Two objections can be raised. Firstly it is by no means sure that
the shift from alphabetical to contribution-based name ordering has taken place in all
specialties. No comprehensive empirical investigation across all fields has been
conducted. Secondly, even in the case of a contribution-based name ordering significant
contributions may stem from scientists other than first authors. In a study on the
rewarding of collaborative contributions I have shown how contributions of different
types are rewarded in several fields (LAUDEL, 2001). Apparently there is no justification
for disregarding all scientists except the first author. Owing to the division of labour
within the sciences, the first author usually has done the experimental work and the last
author the theoretical-conceptual work. If theoretical contributions from two
collaborating groups are combined, then the two last authors can be expected to be the
group leaders who made these contributions. These general rules are modified by other
rules and factors (ibid). Generally speaking, the name-ordering of coauthors is not
reliable enough to enable unambiguous conclusions about the importance of the
coauthors’ contributions. For these reasons it is impossible to draw conclusions from
multi-authored papers about the elite status of one author. Moreover, Hot Papers only
indicate a single outstanding contribution. This is not sufficient for classifying a
scientist as an elite member because an elite scientist who is providing an orientation to
other scientists of his or her specialty can be assumed to do this with more than one
significant contribution.
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A third bibliometric indicator applied by Stephan and Levin is “most-cited
scientists” during the years 1981 to 1990 as provided by ISI (Essential Science
Indicators). This is also a problematic strategy because one of the major shortcomings
of these ISI data is that homonyms are not corrected.* The errors described above might
statistically vanish in the study of Stephan and Levin because it is a study on the macrolevel of science. But whenever elite mobility of single specialties or small fields is
concerned, the weaknesses of SCI-based indicators cannot be ignored.
Söderqvist and Silverstein suggest using quantitative data of participation in
scientific meetings for “identifying leaders of a scientific discipline and its subunits”
(SÖDERQVIST & SILVERSTEIN, 1994: 243). Scientists who most frequently participate in
meetings are identified as those leaders. The method fails because not all leading
scientists in the investigated field (immunology) showed a high frequency in conference
participation and not all scientists that frequently participate in conferences of their field
could be assigned as leading scientists (ibid: 247).
Elite members were also identified by using sociometric techniques, based on
questionnaires. Crawford asked sleep researchers “to name all persons they contacted at
least three times during the past year concerning their work” (CRAWFORD, 1971: 303).
Amick asked chemists from a special geographical region to identify the person who is,
in their opinion, the outstanding chemist in this region (AMICK, 1974: 3). These
techniques, like co-citation and co-word analyses, require the introduction of arbitrary
thresholds to delineate elite members from non-elite members.
With the growing number of evaluations of research performances, methodological
questions arose about the way bibliometric indicators measure scientific excellence
(VAN RAAN, 2000; TIJSSEN et al., 2002). The term “scientific excellence” seems to be so
common that it is not further defined in the named articles. On the level of individual
researchers it can be equated to being an elite scientist, that is: making the most
significant contributions to his or her specialty and providing an orientation for all
specialty members. Scientific excellence on the individual level can be analysed by
using elaborated citation measurements (VAN RAAN, 2000: 305-309). A limitation of the
proposed indicators is that their statistical significance may be endangered when the
* “Authors having the same last name and initials may represent multiple individuals. This is especially likely
in the case of common surnames. The ability to breakout the name by field may to some degree disambiguate
person X in field Y from person X in field Z, however, keep in mind that a listed name can still represent
more than one author within the same field.” Furthermore a scientists’ name can be written in different ways –
with and without middle initials for example. The scientist then appears as two persons (ISI Essential Science
Indicators Online help, Scientists, Scientists Data Information – http://essentialscience.com). Stephan and
Levin were aware of the homonym problem and worked partly around it by eliminating very common names
(STEPHAN & LEVIN, 2001: 66 and footnote 12).
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number of a scientist’s publications is low (ibid: 309). Citations can indicate that a
scientist made substantial contributions in his or her field. What cannot be analysed by
mere citation counts is the orienting function of the elite member for other specialty
members. Therefore, citation-based indicators must be carefully designed if they are
used to delineate a specialty’s elite.
Identifying international mobility and migration
In order to measure the interorganisational mobility of scientists several techniques
have been used. Most of the techniques were aimed at getting information about the
curriculum vitae of the scientists.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Encyclopaedias of scientists: Encyclopaedias such as “American men and
women in science” were used (ALLISON & LONG, 1987; TRIMBLE, 2000;
STEPHAN & LEVIN, 2001). They contain CV data for the scientists included.
Biographical information provided by Scientific Associations were used, e.g.,
by the American Psychological Association (ROSENFELD & JONES, 1987) or by
the National Academy of Science (STEPHAN & LEVIN, 2001).
Available data of population statistics were applied, e.g., American census data
and surveys (SHAUMAN & YU, 1996; BUECHTEMANN, 2001), Statistical data of
the Nordic countries (GRAVERSEN et al., 2002), Statistical data of the British
Higher Education Statistics Agency (MAHROUM, 1999).
Curriculum vitae (CVs) that are an integral part of grant applications were used.
TRIMBLE (2000) used the CVs of applicants for tenure track positions as well as
for the membership in the International Astronomical Union. MARTIN et al.
(1996) used information in grant applications of a Spanish Fellowship
Programme. In the study of the STIFTERVERBAND FÜR DIE DEUTSCHE
WISSENSCHAFT (2002), data from funding agencies with international exchange
programmes were used that keep addresses of the funded research fellows.
Questionnaires were sent out by mail or email to obtain CV data (STEPHAN &
LEVIN, 2001; VAN HEERINGEN & DIJKWEL, 1987; DEBACKERE & RAPPA,
1995).
CV data available from the Internet: DIETZ et al. (2000) did a general
methodical test for getting CV data from the Internet.

These techniques might have been useful in the context in which they were applied.
But in relation to the aim of measuring mobility of a specialty’s elite scientists, they
have three important shortcomings. Firstly, they provide incomplete data. A study on
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elite mobility that is conducted at the level of a specialty strongly requires complete
data, i.e. mobility data about all elite members identified. The number of elite scientists
within one specialty is very small. Therefore, even a small amount of missing data will
have strong effects. None of the abovementioned techniques can guarantee
completeness. The problem is well-known for questionnaires: The response rate in
studies of mobility varied between 38.4 % and 54.5 %. Response rates are partly
affected by the problem under study: Mailed questionnaires about mobility are aimed at
a moving target. A new opportunity to study mobility is provided by the internet.
However, internet data are not complete at all because it is usually the scientist who
decides about the presentation of their CV data on the websites. Some scientists simply
do not publish their CVs, while others provide only limited data. Encyclopaedias are
unlikely to contain data about all scientists who have been identified as elite members.
Other data do not depend on scientists’ behaviour but still may suffer from
incompleteness. For example, biographical data may be provided only for scientists
from a certain geographical area, as is the case with encyclopaedias, CVs from
members of scientific associations, or population statistics. Since specialties are entities
that cross the boundaries of one country this is a serious limitation for mobility studies
of specialties.
A second obstacle to studying elite mobility is the limited access to CV data
provided in grant applications or in membership lists of scientific associations. Neither
funding agencies nor scientific associations easily grant access to CV data. Since
usually more than one of these organizations must be approached if complete data about
an elite’s mobility are to be obtained, a study may be seriously hindered by incomplete
access.
Both obstacles to obtaining sufficient data for a study of mobility are caused by the
fact that there is a third party who governs the access to the data. This difficulty can be
circumvented by using bibliometric methods. PIERSON & COTGREAVE (2000) did use
SCI data to find out the stay of researchers who obtained a doctorate in a science subject
from a British university and are still active in science, using the ISI address field. In
their very short description they don’t give many methodological details how they
solved certain measurement problems (e.g., with homonyms or erroneous addresses).
Beyond that, no methodological discussion of the application of bibliometric methods
for mobility measurements has taken place so far. Therefore I decided to test them
systematically.
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Methodical tests of measuring elite scientists’ mobility
The test will follow the three steps of delineating a specialty, identifying the elite,
and measuring the mobility. For a better judgement of the proposed methods, I will also
include the failures. Moreover, they make it more understandable why I chose a rather
unusual way.
Delineating a specialty
Using ISI field classification. I started with one of the common methods in
bibliometrics by using the field classification provided by ISI. Within its instrument
“Essential Science Indicators” ISI provides 22 research fields, such as physics,
chemistry, materials science. ISI has assigned the journals it covers to so-called subject
categories, 170 in the Sciences and 54 in the Social Sciences (own calculations from the
Journal Citation Report). Both research field classifications are based on journal-tojournal citations, which are frequently used for delineation purposes in scientometrics.
Since a journal usually contains articles from more than one specialty, ISI’s
classifications are too broad to depict entities as small as scientific specialties. This
limitation of the subject categories has been observed in an earlier investigation of an
interdisciplinary collaboration network. Most of the research groups’ publications were
assigned to the categories Biochemistry & Molecular Biology or Biophysics. But in the
interviews cognitive distances as well as communication problems were mentioned that
were disguised by the scientists’ apparent belonging to the same field. The subject
classification system proved to be too rough to delineate a specialty (LAUDEL, 1999:
66). Furthermore, the field delineation is too inflexible to depict the dynamics of
scientific specialties: There is a constant process of the emergence of new specialties by
integration and disintegration processes that ISI cannot keep up with its subject
categories. For these reasons, ISI field classification is not suitable to delineate
scientific specialties (see also AKSNES et al., 2000).
Using conference participant data. In my interviews with scientists in previous
projects I learned that scientists sometimes attend highly specialised conferences that
are aimed at bringing together members of one specialty. These conferences seem to
depict the current status of a specialty much better than the bibliometric field
classification discussed above. In order to solve the problems of delineating a specialty
and identifying its elite simultaneously, I chose elite conferences, namely the Gordon
conferences, as my starting point.
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Gordon conferences are highly prestigious and specialised conferences. The number
of carefully selected participants is limited to 135. Scientists who have made one or
several outstanding contributions to the field are invited to give lectures. Besides this
speaker role, there are several other roles at the conference: chair, vice chair, discussion
leader, poster presenter and attendee. All these forms of participation presuppose
that the scientists have been chosen by a selection committee. The lists of
participants are available on the websites of the Gordon Conference Organisers
(http://www.grc.uri.edu). A participant list consists of the scientists’ name, their
institutional affiliation and the form of participation.
Gordon conferences vary with regard to the scope of their subject. Some themes
(e.g., Analytical Chemistry) appear to be too broad to encompass only one specialty. I
selected the “Angiotensin” Gordon Conferences. “Angiotensin” conferences present a
relatively easily identifiable biomedical specialty, namely the specialty that is formed
around a substance (Angiotensin) that is the specialty’s common research object.
Scientists of this specialty were selected from the six available participant lists within
the time span of 1996 to 2002 (there was no conference in 2000).

Figure 1. Participant list of the Angiotensin Gordon conference in 2001 (extract)

The Gordon conferences have a strong American tradition. Three of the Angiotensin
Gordon Conferences in the investigated time-span took place in the USA, the three
others in Europe. The fact that half of the conferences were in the United States might
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indicate a US bias. This was checked by testing the following assumption: If there is an
American bias, American participants are invited more often to Gordon conferences
despite a lower scientific performance, which means in turn that the average
performance of non-American participants is higher. I checked for the 215 scientists
from the reduced participant list (Figure 1) whether they had either a “hot paper” or
belong to the Top 1% scientists in the ISI Essential Science Indicators. The Chi-Squaretest showed that there are no significant differences between American participants and
non-American participants.
Identifying a specialty’s elite
Using ISI’s “research fronts”. An attempt to identify an elite independently from
the Gordon conferences was the application of ISI’s “research fronts”. ISI provides in
its instrument Essential Science Indicators co-citation clusters of highly cited papers,
so-called “research fronts”. “A research front is a group of highly cited papers, referred
to as ‘core papers’, in a specialized topic defined by a cluster analysis. … A measure of
association between highly cited papers is used to form the clusters. … That measure is
the number of times pairs of papers have been co-cited, that is, the number of later
papers that have cited both of them. Clusters are formed by selecting all
papers that can be linked together by a specified co-citation threshold”
(http://www.isinet.com/demos/esi/h_datres.htm).
This instrument apparently solves the problem of field delineation because research
fronts are much smaller than the “fields” provided by ISI. However, what resulted was
that co-citation clusters recall only a certain proportion of a specialty’s output and
therefore cannot identify all of its members. Moreover, the elements of a research front
– highly co-cited journal articles – suffer from the problems described earlier. Most of
the articles have more than one author, not all of which can be assumed to belong to a
specialty’s elite.
Reducing the list of Gordon conference participants. The list of participants in
Gordon conferences provided already “more than average” scientists of the field.
However, it was doubtful that the specialty has so numerous an elite as represented by
the list of all scientists who ever attended a conference. Therefore, the list had to be
reduced, and the “true elite” had to be identified among the scientists on the list.
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Table 1. Reduced list of 215 active participants in the Gordon conferences (extract)
Name

Organization

Participation

AGNES FOGO
AKIYOSHI FUKAMIZU
ALAN DAUGHERTY

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF TSUKUBA
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Speaker
Speaker
Speaker

ALBERTO NASJLETTI
ALESSANDRO M CAPPONI
ALISTAIR V FERGUSON
ANDREW S GREENE

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN

Speaker
Chair
Speaker
Speaker

In a first step, active members above the poster threshold were selected. Chairs,
Vice Chairs, Discussion leaders and Speakers were included as active participants.
Poster presenters were omitted because posters are usually the less important
contributions. Although the attendees were also selected by the Gordon Conferences’
scientific committee, I excluded them for having the weakest contributions. The
remaining list contained 215 active participants. In order to further reduce this list, I
applied several bibliometric techniques.
Using ISI Top 1% classification of scientists. The participant list contained scientists
of the field who had made one or more outstanding contributions. An elite scientist was
defined as a person who is continuously orienting the work of his or her specialty, i.e.,
as making more than one outstanding contribution. Therefore, the scientists with only
one outstanding contribution had to be eliminated. The idea was to find the most highly
cited scientists.
I used the ISI Essential Science Indicators data of the top 1% of scientists. This list
rests on citation counts within the 22 broadly defined research fields. Each of the fields
has a certain citation threshold. The use of this data failed for two reasons: Firstly, the
Angiotensin scientists were found in four of the 22 fields (Biology & Biochemistry,
Clinical Medicine, Molecular Biology & Genetics, Multidisciplinary). These four fields
have different citation thresholds for including or excluding scientists. If a scientist is
assigned to the “wrong” ISI field s/he might fail the inclusion in the top 1%. Sometimes
a scientist works on the border of several ISI fields and is highly cited in all of them. If
s/he is unlucky the sum of all citations could be high but the citations in one of the 22
ISI fields was not high enough to be included in the top 1% of highly cited scientists.
Secondly, ISI does not control in these indicators for homonyms and does not provide
sufficient information for eliminating them.
Using ISI citation scores. The easy way to use the calculations that have already
been done by ISI had failed. Therefore I decided to calculate the citation scores of the
215 selected Angiotensin researchers myself. I counted the citations per publication of
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each scientist for a 10 year time-span. A major shortcoming of this method is that
citations are counted irrespective of the citing specialty. Scientists publications are cited
not only within their specialty but also in “neighbouring” specialties. Therefore, general
citation counts can be misleading. In order to identify an elite role in relation to a
specialty, only citations from specialty members should be counted. This was, however,
impossible because the participant lists of Gordon conferences were not sufficient for
delineating the whole specialty.
Analysing citations and cocitations within the conference participants sample.
Ideally, one would count only citations coming from a scientist’s own specialty. This
was impossible due to the delineation problems described in the previous section. As a
substitute, the sample of 215 Angiotensin researchers who actively participated in
Gordon conferences was used as a reference group in order to calculate “internal”
citation and co-citation scores.
All publications of the 215 scientists between 1990 and 2002 were downloaded from
ISI’s Web of Science. Homonyms were eliminated by analysing address fields, journal
titles, titles of articles and searching the internet. Meeting abstracts, notes and letters
were eliminated. The remaining 13020 articles were analysed using Microsoft VBA
Macros. Further cleaning of data was necessary to standardise journal titles (titles used
in publications differed from titles used in citations) and authors’ names (in some cases,
hyphens had to be deleted from author names because they occur in author names after
1997 but not in citations).
For all 215 authors, citations by the other 214 authors of the samples were counted,
and the authors were ranked according to their citations by the sample. Thereafter, an
author cocitation analysis within the sample was conducted (no thresholds for citations
or cocitations were used). Adopting an idea of NOYONS & VAN RAAN (1995; 1998: 9),
the relation between thresholds and cocitation cluster sizes was investigated. Since no
plateau or curvature was discovered that would justify the introduction of a threshold
for delineating the specialty’s elite, authors were ranked according to the number of
authors they were cocited with. This indicator stems from network analysis, where the
degree of a node is calculated as the number of links with other nodes in the network
(SCOTT, 1991: 70).
The first 150 places of the internal citation rank list and of the author cocitation rank
list were compared, and authors who ranked 150 and better on both lists were selected
as the likely elite. For these 131 scientists, a test of mobility measures was conducted.
The selection of the scientists with the highest scores on both the “internal” citation list
and the “internal” author cocitation list was an arbitrary decision. As has been indicated
above, a detailed analysis of orienting roles within the specialty Angiotensin was
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impossible because of the general delineation problem. However, for purposes of a
methodological test (and as a pilot study of the significance of the problem) this rough
selection was sufficient.
In order to make sure that the procedure has led to the selection of better-thanaverage scientists, I compared the citation per publication scores of the 100 best Gordon
conference participants with the citation per publication scores of some Australian
Angiotensin researchers who were not participants of Gordon conferences.* The
comparison showed that all the Australian non-participants had a clearly lower citation
per publication score than the best 100 Gordon conference participants. Thus, the
identification of a scientific elite rested on the combination of two independent
methods. I started with the elite conferences and thus used the attribution of the
specialty, i.e., its decisions about who has made outstanding contributions in its field. In
a second step I identified the scientists with most co-citation links and with most
citations within this group.
Identifying international mobility
Using address information in a journal publication database. The international
mobility of the selected 131 Angiotensin scientists had to be identified. I assumed that a
scientist’s first publications are based on the PhD work – scientists who don’t publish
the results of their PhD thesis are very unlikely to pursue a career in science afterwards.
Therefore, first publications occurring in databases were defined as indicating the
starting point of both the career and the mobility history of a scientist.
I used the biomedical-oriented database PubMed to reconstruct the mobility
histories of the 131 scientists. This database contains publications from the mid 1960’s
until now. It provides the institutional affiliation of the first author only since the mid
1980’s. By selecting all first-authored publications of a scientist I could track the
scientist’s movements between institutions. If the scientist was not a first author on any
publication over a couple of years, I looked up the address in the online version of the
journal. Additionally, CV data was obtained from the internet in order to supplement
bibliometric data. For scientists who published before the mid 80’s and who had no CV
in the Internet I looked up the address information in the hard copy version of the article
in the journals. The internet CV data were also used to check if the changes in

* I used the Australian Publication database that consists of all ISI publications that have at least one
Australian address in the address field. I found the scientists by using Angiotensin as title keyword. Only
scientists who had at least five publications with this title keyword were included.
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institutional affiliations given in the publications correspond to the true movements of a
scientist. It showed that the bibliometric data reflected the movements of a scientist
(usually with a time-delay of one year).
Comparing different publication databases for analysing interorganisational
mobility. I tested two other publication databases to find out whether they enable
mobility analyses. I compared Pubmed with the Web of Science that contains all
research fields; as well as with INSPEC that contains articles in the field of physics and
engineering. Table 2 shows the results of these tests.
Table 2. Comparison of three publication databases for supporting scientific mobility analyses
Feature

Web of Science

PubMed

INSPEC

Scope of fields

all

Biosciences

Physics and Engineering

Scope of years

Since 1990*

Since mid 1960s

Since 1969

Address information
since

From the beginning

mid 1980s

1969

Institutional
affiliation

Corresponding author’s
affiliation; all addresses
but not directly linked to
the author name

Only first authors’
affiliation

Only first authors’
affiliation

Identification of the
authors

First name as initial

First name as initial

First name as initial

Homonyms

Frequent because of the
coverage of all fields

Less frequent because
of the limitation to
biological fields

Less frequent because of
the limitation to physical
and engineering fields

Connection to the
online full text
version of the article

Sometimes in recent
years

Sometimes in recent
years

No

Download of the
publication list

slow

fast

fast

*I used the access of the Australian National University that starts with 1990. The ISI database of the sciences
goes back until 1945. The problem is that most institutions don’t have the version that covers those early
years. The CD-ROM version of the SCI goes back to the 80’s but covers fewer publications.

In principle, all three databases can be used for the analysis of scientists’ mobility,
but all of them have also limitations. The Web of Science includes all scientific fields
and can therefore be applied to all mobility studies in the sciences where most of the
produced knowledge is published in the covered journals. The specialised databases
PubMed and INSPEC have the advantage of containing fewer homonyms because they
are restricted to a smaller number of fields. However, the problem of homonyms
occured in all databases, especially because none of the databases provides the full
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names of the authors, but only initials. I could solve the homonym problem by using
one or several of the following methods: I did a content analysis of the titles of the
journal articles and in extreme cases also of the abstracts. If the online full text version
of a journal article was available I checked the first name of the author. If the author had
the same co-authors over a longer period, I used co-author names as context
information. In a few cases I looked up self-citations of the author to get the publication
track of one person.
PubMed and INSPEC only provide the first author’s address. In order to use the
database address information, it is necessary that the author is often enough the first
author. A similar problem we have with the Web of Science by providing the
corresponding authors address. The other addresses that are not directly linked to the
author names can be used only as context information.
A disadvantage is that INSPEC and often also the Web of Science don’t have the
address information available for earlier years; INSPEC didn’t collect it in earlier years,
the Web of Science is often not available for earlier years. Thus, a more time-consuming
bibliometric analysis by using the hard-cover versions of the journal articles must be
applied. An alternative is to add the missing information by using non-bibliometric
methods like extracting CV data from the internet.
Results
Empirical results
Due to the aim of the article, the main results are of a methodological nature. The
empirical study of the Angiotensin scientists was used as a test example. The results of
this study will shortly be presented. Of the 131 Angiotensin scientists investigated:
• 59 have always been in the USA;
• 34 moved to the USA, with
18 of them still staying there, and
16 having moved back to their home countries after a temporary stay;
• 3 moved from the USA to other countries;
• the remaining 35 elite members stayed in or moved to other countries than
the USA.
In the case of the 18 scientists who moved into the USA and who are still staying
there the time-span of their stay in the USA was checked: 12 stayed there more than
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15 years, two ten years, one seven years and two about five years. Thus, the majority of
them appears to have migrated permanently. These results confirm science policy’s fear
of a brain drain: A “drift” of elite scientists towards the USA appears to exist.
Methodical results
The methodical results are presented along with the three problems that had to be
solved.
Delineating a specialty: The research field classification provided by ISI does not
support a fine-grained delineation of scientific specialties. Using Gordon conference
participant data has made it possible to identify a specialty via its elite. However, this
method cannot be applied systematically because not all Gordon conferences are
specialised enough to include only one specialty, and because not all specialties have
Gordon conferences. Therefore, advanced word-based mapping methods are an
alternative to be considered. However, detailed tests of these methods would be
necessary before they could be used for delineating a specialty in terms of scientists
rather than literature. For example, Lewison observed that his method doesn’t recall
articles in general journals without title keywords, which represent a large share of the
literature (LEWISON, 1999: 533). Moreover, the lack of access to the ISI world data in a
form that allows this kind of citation analysis often hinders the use of these methods.
Identifying a specialty’s elite: ISI Essential Science Indicators could not be used for
that purpose because of the described weaknesses of these indicators. Since they are
applied on the individual level for only a small group of authors, these weaknesses
cannot be treated as statistical error. Using participant lists of elite conferences,
combined with a citation and co-citation analysis of the participants’ publications,
enabled at least an approximate solution to the problem.
Identifying international mobility: Bibliometric methods are in principle suitable to
identify a scientist’s international mobility. They appear to be the best solution because
there are still not too many CV’s available on the internet. All three databases tested
were successfully used for this purpose. The following problems occurred:
•

•

Not all addresses of all co-authors of a publication are available, only the first
authors’ address or the corresponding authors’ address; there have to be enough
publications where the focal scientist has main responsibility;
Homonyms are a problem in all databases; and
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•

“Older” scientists’ first publication are not in the databases and must be
searched in the hard-copy of publications or by the use of non-bibliometric
methods.
Conclusions

In order to detect patterns of causation of the “brain drain”, we need really finegrained studies of scientists’ interorganisational mobility. That means we have to go on
the level of single specialties, even if the analysis starts with one country. The elite
migration in science that triggers discussions about “brain drains” and “brain gains” has
proven to be difficult to investigate. The more widely used concept of “scientific excellence”
is too fuzzy to address the special role played by the elite of a scientific specialty. Elite
members do not merely make the most important contributions to a specialty’s body of
knowledge but simultaneously have an orienting function for all specialty members. From
this follows that three conceptual and methodological problems must be solved in an
investigation of elite migration: scientific specialties must be delineated, elite members
must be identified, and the latter’s spatial mobility must be observed.
If we accept that the “value” of an elite member is partly due to his or her ability to
orient a specialty, then an elite can be identified only in relation to a specialty. The first
methodological problem is therefore the reliable delineation of specialties. This task has
yet to be solved. Standard classifications of scientific fields as provided by ISI’s
databases are too coarse to identify the relatively small communities of scientists whose
work is organised by the reference to a shared body of knowledge.
Using participant lists of elite conferences has been successful in the case of the
Angiotensin specialty. But the applicability of this approach is generally limited to
certain specialties. Bibliometric methods based on co-citations or occurrence of words
suggest themselves. However, there are still major obstacles to be overcome. Firstly,
both co-citation clustering and methods based on frequencies of word occurrences apply
arbitrary thresholds. Secondly, co-citation clustering and bibliographic coupling seem to
recall only part of a specialty’s literature. Thirdly, the word-based methods’ reliance on
expert judgements necessarily introduces these experts’ perspective on the field. Thus,
the problem of delineating specialties is still one of the major challenges to scientometrics (VAN RAAN, 1997: 215). However, bibliometric methods as a general approach
for delineating specialties seem to be the most promising direction for development. In
any case, the delineation of scientific specialties will always have to take into account
an uncertainty that is caused by the fuzzy nature of the specialty itself.
If elite members are characterized by their orienting function for a specialty,
methods for identifying an elite have to address this relation. Thus, bibliometric
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methods that are based on citations cannot simply count all citations a scientist gets but
must identify the citations a scientist gets within his or her specialty. This approach
again depends on solving the problem of specialty delineation. The combination of elite
conference participation and citation analysis within the sample of active conference
participants was only a provisional approach that cannot be applied to all specialties.
The conventional methods for the measurement of elite scientists’ mobility have
several shortcomings that prevent a systematic application. The use of bibliographic
databases is an alternative that can overcome these shortcomings. The address
information provided by bibliographic databases can be used to track authors’ spatial
mobility. However, the use of bibliographic databases is not a quick and easy method.
The data has to be purified from homonyms and sometimes must be supplemented with
data from the full-text versions of publications or from non-bibliographic sources. This
additional work is minor in fields with a high publication output per year.
The results of my test study of the biomedical specialty Angiotensin confirmed the
supposed brain drain towards the United States. Further studies of other specialties are
needed to find out field-specific patterns of causation. For example, the existence and
strength of a Matthew effect on the national or organisational level should be
investigated. For the science policy measures of “buying back” scientists to be
successful, they must encompass not only the rather obvious attractors such as
competitive salaries and excellent working conditions, but also the possibly hidden
attractors such as presence of other elite members, opportunities for interdisciplinary
collaborations etc. that may be at work but can be assumed to vary between specialties.
*
Special thanks to Beverley Biglia for her assistance in the search for CV data from the internet and in
testing the suitability of the three databases for mobility measurements. Jochen Gläser rescued me from
getting stuck in some methodological problems by providing conceptual input and spending many hours of
programming Microsoft VBA Macros. I thank him and Linda Butler for critical reading the manuscript.
Certain Data herein are derived from the Australian National Citation Report prepared by the Institute of
Scientific Information, Inc. (ISI), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA.
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